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After months of traveling through the Jungle of Nool, I’ve happened upon a strange, tiny, 
world inhabited by people who call themselves the Whos. They welcomed me into their town of 
Whoville, which is a quirky yet beautiful place filled with funny arching buildings and winding 
roads. It’s warm and tropical here, and during my first night’s stay I experienced the biggest 
rainstorm of my life. Massive, building sized raindrops crashed down from the sky – I thought 
we were done for! But the strangest thing happened. Tall trees towering over the city seemed to 
catch the downpour in large umbrella-like leaves, allowing the water to trickle slowly and 
harmlessly to the ground. Instead of forming large puddles on the ground, the water seemed to 
soak into the earth like a giant sponge. I expect that some strange absorbent flora covers the 
ground here, and will certainly warrant future investigation. 

 

 
 

Besides the rain, this world is subject to massive jolting winds at a moment's notice. And 
that’s because of a unique elephantine relationship this world has to the Jungle of Nool. This 
little planet is carried around day in and day out by a large male elephant whose name, the Whos 
tell me, is Horton. Despite the infrastructure damages that come from the constant rocking and 
gusts of wind, the people here speak quite reverently for Horton. It’s said he saved them all from 
a boiling pot of beezle-nut oil. 

 

 

 



 

 
From the studies I’ve conducted so far, it appears that the substrate of this planet is a fine 

dust and therefore fairly poor in nutrients. In fact, the entire planet could be described as a speck 
of dust -- likely blown here from a nearby desert. This dusty orb sits adhered to a Trifolium 
pratense, a red clover. The speck is bound rigidly in place, creating a fascinating situation 
whereby half of the planet is subject to regular day-night patterns and the other half, the half that 
faces the clover, is always in darkness. I look forward to continuing my explorations to see what 
forms of life have found their home in that gloomy world! 

 
I began my research in the forest surrounding the Whos’ village today. I was first very 

curious to investigate the spongy ground covering that seems to grow all over this world. The 
first plant I encountered consists of numerous tiny microphylls growing from a central stem, and 
grows not more than a few centimeters high (scaled, of course to this micro-sized world; I and all 
of my measuring tools were subject to a shrink ray before beginning this adventure. It’s useful to 
consider measurements in this report relative to one another rather than as absolutes.). These 
microphylls branch isotomously, but grow quite densely along the stem to form a thick, lush 
covering. From afar, this plant appears to be a soft carpet. The plant has little to no rigidity to it, 
indicating that it likely doesn’t have secondarily thickened conducting tissues. It seems to soak in 
and retain the water from this world’s drenching storms very efficiently, so it must not need a 
secondarily thickened xylem to transport water throughout its body. A closer look beneath this 
microscope confirmed my suspicion – water and sugar conducting tissues with no secondary 
thickening. The plant perpetually sits in a damp, puddle-like environment which helps facilitate 
its reproductive functions. This leafy portion of the plant forms the gametophyte, while the 
sporophyte projects a few centimeters above the main body of the plant in a stalk-like shape. The 
spores are produced in the sporangium, and once they are released they are transported by water 
from the plant’s constantly damp environment. This plant has eggs produced in archegonia in a 
thallus structure near the base of the plant, where spores can be easily corralled by the watery 
surroundings. Being in the understory, this plant seems to survive well in its dimly lit 
environment. Its primary purpose in this ecosystem seems to be to prevent the forest floor from 
washing away from torrential rains by providing a protective barrier between the atmosphere and 
the thin soils beneath.  

 
The root system of this first plant is quite shallow; not true roots, but more of a gossamer 

scrambling rhizoid that keeps the plant in place but has little effect on the substrate beneath. A 
second plant grows alongside this first plant, however, that seems to perform soil protecting 
duties that the first plant cannot. This second plant has an herbaceous habit, still low to the 
ground and covering large areas but slightly taller than the first plant; perhaps 1-1.5 feet above 
the ground. It has complex anisotomously branching appendages that grow small lobe-shaped 
multi-veined leaves that are able to catch patches of sunlight between the branches of the taller 



 

canopy plants for photosynthesis. From above ground, this plant looks quite small and 
unassuming. Underground, however, it forms a highly complex and elaborate root system. The 
roots of this plant (true roots, emerging from the plant's vasculature), delve several feet beneath 
the ground and hold the dusty substrate in place, creating stability for other plants to grow. These 
roots also irrigate the ground, helping the water from the storms travel deep and disperse itself 
through the soil rather than forming large puddles at the surface. This plant has secondarily 
thickened conducting tissues with tracheids to allow for this crucial irrigation role, and these 
same secondarily thickened tissues provide enough support for the plant to grow to its moderate 
height above ground. Its roots, however, have a thick waxy endodermis that allows them to hold 
up rigidly. Small pores, like stomata, dot this waxy root skin, which allows the plant to release 
controlled amounts of water throughout the soil. This plant has a sporophyte dominated life 
cycle, and is a polysporangiophyte, meaning it has a branched sporophyte with multiple 
sporangia that reach several inches higher than the rest of the plant body. It’s likely that the 
sporangium reaches this height in order to catch the breeze produced by the constant swaying of 
the clover in Horton’s grasp, such that its spores can spread across the forest. Its eggs are 
produced in archegonia that form in simple upward-facing cups on the plant. These cups catch 
wind-borne spores and form a protected nest-like structure for fertilization and embryo 
development. These cups also hold small droplets of water to promote fertilization. These first 
two plants perform the essential function of holding and draining the fragile soil of this planet so 
that the wind and rain do not weather it away. This allows other forms of life to develop stable 
habitats and thrive. 

 
A third type of plant I studied reminded me of huge blue agave plants from deserts back 

on earth; it grows about 4-5 feet tall. This plant seems to thrive in the thin, dry dust of this planet 
and prevents its habitat from getting too damp by storing water in its large fleshy appendages 
that grow in a helical, flower-like pattern. These appendages are more balloon-like and bulbous 
than those of any succulent-type plant I’ve ever seen prior to this. This is likely because they are 
not storing merely essential water, the way earth’s desert succulents do, but rather large 
quantities of excess water. The appendages have gaping stomata that open and close to allow 
water in, and the appendages can expand and contract rapidly depending on their water content. 
These appendages are a sort of modified, fleshy leaf. They are fully vascularized with specialized 
water conducting cells, tracheids, which facilitate constant circulation of water within the plant. 
This water is stored in large vacuoles in the appendages, and through the circulation of this water 
between vacuoles it is infused with the plant's sugars, forming a highly nutritious snack for a 
certain parrot-like bird with a long, knife-like beak. This bird cleanly slices an appendage off of 
the plant, and sucks it dry with a tube-like tongue. The fallen appendage, rather than 
decomposing, can grow new roots once it’s on the ground and forms an entirely new plant. These 
infant roots contain ground meristem to give rise to the pith and cortex, and apical meristem to 
promote upward growth. The secondarily thickened waxy coating on the appendages of this plant 



 

prevents other insects or smaller birds from chewing away at the appendages before they can 
form a new plant – only the sharp beak of this particular bird can access the sweet and nutritious 
water inside. Wind storms can also help break off these appendages, thus facilitating the same 
type of asexual reproduction through off-shoots. Between the birds and the wind these offshoots 
are able to travel quite far, allowing the plant to achieve a fairly broad range: about 1-2 miles. 
The plant’s roots are strong and stable, with secondarily thickened outer layers to keep it firmly 
rooted in the ground at a depth of 4-5 feet (similar to the height of the aerial portion of the plant) 
even during intense wind storms. The plant’s secondarily thickened vasculature serves partially 
for protection as well, along with the secondarily thickened cortex and waxy epidermis. This 
plant performs an important symbiosis in this environment by existing in a key mutualism with 
one of the planet’s primary bird species.  

 

 
 

Next, I began my research of the planet’s canopy. The wood of the trees on this planet is 
unlike anything I’ve ever seen before; it’s tough and thick to keep the tree upright in large storms 
and protect its body, but has an elastic quality that allows it to bend in the wind without 
snapping. The first tree I investigated displayed only apical growth, and has only an apical 
meristem, similar to the palms of earth, so it is very tall and is constantly swaying in the breeze. 
It has secondarily thickened xylem and phloem that facilitate transport of waters and sugars 
throughout the elongated body of the plant. The tree has a large tuft of front-like branches at its 
peak that spread out helically, and no branches lower down on its trunk. This is likely because 
these lower branches can’t get enough light at these heights, and it is too high of an energy 
investment for the plant to produce strong wind-resistant branches at a level where leaves cannot 
photosynthesize efficiently. The leaves at the peak branches are broad and fan-like, with a high 
density of photosynthetic tissues and leaf veins. The entire tree is sustained by the photosynthesis 
that occurs in these few peak leaves, so they must be highly efficient at capturing sunlight. These 
trees are among the tallest plants on the planet, at 30-50 feet tall. Among these leaves grow 
round, fleshy fruits in vibrant colors that attract birds and tree-dwelling mammals. These animals 



 

consume the fruits and disperse the seeds on the forest floor, where they germinate. Sometimes 
the wind will also blow the fruits to the ground, another way that new trees are able to grow. 
This fruit forms from an ovule in a flower, which is fertilized by pollen produced on the flower’s 
stamen. The ovule is encased in a carpel, and pollen can only reach the ovule through pollen 
tubes that grow through the carpel wall. The tree has a sporophyte dominated life cycle, and its 
fruits serve as an important food source to the animals of this world. This plant has thick, deep 
roots – at least 15-20 feet deep – with hollow pockets that help aerate the plant when the soil gets 
wet. For the most part, this plant relies on the soil draining functions of the understory plants to 
prevent getting waterlogged.  
 

 
 

The other main canopy species on this planet is also arborescent in habit. It exhibits 
bipolar growth, with a very deep and complex endogenous root system to rival the towering 
aerial portion of the tree. The tree has a eustele composed of vascular bundles that make up its 
conducting tissues. It also has pycnoxylic wood, which exhibits growth rings. From the looks of 
some of these trees, this species can grow very old and serves as a sort of structural foundation 
for the forest. Its trunk is supported by secondarily thickened cortical tissues, forming a smooth, 
tough bark that seems to hold up well under intense weather conditions and allows the tree to 
grow quite tall. This tree has a lateral branching system, with needle-like single veined leaves. 
While it grows on the light-receiving side of the planet, this tree forms a fascinating connection 
with the dark-side plants. The dark side of this planet is shielded from rain and wind, thus it 
would be very dry in that region if there weren’t some other way to get water. That’s where this 
tree comes in. Just below the ground level, this tree’s roots form a large vacated space – like an 
underground water tank. The tree’s vascular tissues feed into this storage area and fill it with 



 

water during heavy rains. The tree’s roots then extend far beyond this chamber, so deep into the 
dust speck that they are able to transport water from the storage vessel into the soil occupied by 
dark-side plants like a series of long, twisted straws. In this way, the tree prevents itself from 
being completely inundated by water-logged soil, and supports life on the other side of the planet 
where growth conditions are significantly more adverse. In exchange, as I will explain later, the 
dark side plants provide valuable nitrogen to the light side plants. This tree’s reproductive 
structures consist of large seed-bearing cones. The cones have ovuliferous scales subtended by 
bracts, and the ovule is fertilized by wind-borne pollen that is captured by a droplet of liquid 
secreted by the ovule. Once the pollen has been captured, the cone forms a smooth, shield-like 
exterior to allow the seed to develop. The scales then open up, allowing the seeds to be 
dispersed. These cones become brittle and weakly attached to the tree’s branches at this point, 
allowing them to be easily detached by the wind or carried away by birds. This gives the trees a 
several mile radius of reproduction, minimizing chances of growing on top of one another or 
inbreeding. This also helps ensure that the water and nutrient transport mechanism provided by 
the tree can be found all over the planet.This tree is a very important species in its habitat. It 
keeps the understory plants, which prefer minimal sunlight, cool and shaded. It also serves as a 
water dispersal agent at a larger scale than anything else on this planet – including irrigation 
systems built by the Whos. Next up I plan to investigate some of these dark-side plants, as 
studying this tree – this link between two seemingly incompatible worlds – has piqued my 
curiosity on how these constantly shadowed plants can survive at all. 
 

The first plant I observed on the dark side of the dust speck was truly unlike any plant 
I’ve seen on this world so far; which makes sense, because this side of the planet is very different 
from where the Whos and the photosynthesizing forests live. While the plants on the light side of 
the planet must form structures to deal with the erratic and intense weather patterns, the plants 
down here are shielded from nearly all atmospheric interactions, even with the sun itself. I carry 
a flashlight with me as I travel, and its glow reflects off of the strange pale bodies of the plants 
down here. They’re all a ghostly white color, as they have no need for photosynthetic tissues. 
This first plant has a body made up of two distinct parts. The first part, the majority of the body, 
consists of a network of nutrient absorbing tendrils. The second part consists of long, rigid tubes 
that stretch from the nutrient absorbing tendrils to the center of the clover below. I have studied 
these two parts of the body separately, as they seem to have very different structures and 
functions. The nutrient absorbing tendrils are soft and malleable, and easily mold to fit the terrain 
where they reside. They crawl along the ground because they have little to no support tissues. 
These tendrils contain thin-walled conducting tissues that look like a network of tiny capillaries 
very close to the surface of the epidermis. Rather than producing food inside of photosynthetic 
tissues, these plants seem to absorb nutrients from their surroundings through a form of osmosis, 
and these surface level conducting tissues facilitate this feeding action. These micro-conducting 
tissues descend from secondarily thickened conducting tissues that form in the rigid tube portion 



 

of the plant. Upon closer inspection, I found that the species from which this plant is absorbing 
nutrients is a fungus containing toxins that would typically be quite harmful for a plant. But this 
is where the rigid tubes come into play. Clovers produce a type of chemical called isoflavones, 
which can be used by the plant as phytoalexin compounds which, in turn, ward off 
disease-causing pathogenic fungi and other microbes. The secondarily thickened tubes that 
connect from the clover to the nutrient tubes help feed these chemicals through another set of 
conducting tissues, which helps protect the plant from the fungus while it feeds on its valuable 
nutrients. The absorptive tendrils take up food and pass these nutrients along to the rest of the 
body of the plant, while the rigid isoflavone conducting tubes pass protective chemicals to the 
tendrils. As such, the capillary structures double as protective tissues. In this way, two separate 
conductive systems – like veins and arteries – work together to keep the plant alive. This plant is 
a type of parasite on both the clover and the fungus, but does keep its food source alive by 
providing fallen tendrils and other old biomass as decompositional material for the fungus. This 
is clearly a very tight ecological cycle, and seems to keep both parties thriving. As for the clover, 
it appears to be continually harvested. It is my hypothesis that this doesn’t negatively impact the 
biota of the planet, however, because the life cycle of the planet itself is simply shorter than that 
of the clover. This plant has a gametophyte dominated life cycle, and releases its spores from 
elaters which are thickened strips that flex and push the spores outward. These spores have a 
small radius, about 10 meters from the plants, thus these plants tend to form lush beds that stack 
over the areas where their fungal food source can be found. In a given bed, one can find multiple 
plants all intertwined with each other. The elaters tend to flex when isoflavones are being 
pumped through the plant, indicating that the elaters are connected to these conducting tissues. 
This is so that the spores can be protected from the fungi toxins during fertilization and embryo 
development, when the plant is young and weak. The spores tend to fall downward, where they 
fertilize the egg produced by the gametophyte in the archegonium. However opportunist and 
downright creepy this plant appears, I couldn’t help but have some respect for the incredible way 
it has managed to live in a seemingly impossible habitat. 
 

I continued my journey in this dark land by studying yet another of these ghoul-like 
floras. This plant consists of a set of two thick, rubbery tubes that intertwine and form a sort of 
braided trunk between the dust speck and the clover. It has no branches or leaves because it is 
not able to produce its own food, so it takes on a simple, twisted cylindrical form optimized only 
for transporting nutrients and water from one end to the other. Its conducting tissues are 
secondarily thickened in order to promote its upright growth habit and facilitate its transport 
needs. Its vascularized true roots take up water from the soil provided by the light-side tree I 
previously observed – a relationship that can only exist because the planet is so small and has 
such porous, easily penetrable soil. The twisted aerial portions of the plant have a thick, waxy 
epidermis which likely helps them keep water in. This surrounds a secondarily thickened cortex 
composed of sclerenchyma tissue which keeps the plant upright. The plant has an apical 



 

meristem consisting of undifferentiated cells that are geared toward vertical growth. In its early 
life, the plant focuses all of its energy on reaching the clover, where it uses a long needle-like 
protrusion to attach and root itself to the clover’s vascular tissues. Before it reaches the point of 
attachment, the plant is thin and spindly – almost wire-like. It cannot grow laterally and develop 
its own internal tissues until it is fastened to the clover, because the plant is a parasite of the 
clover and uses its access to the clover’s vascular tissues (phloem) to obtain sugars. Prior to 
reaching its lifelong food source, the plant is able to leach a small amount of food from its parent 
plant. Thus, these plants tend to grow in “families” – dense thickets of vertical vines all growing 
adjacent to one another in a kind of parasitic forest. 

 In addition to obtaining sugars for its own growth, this plant facilitates a relationship 
with the clover that benefits the entire ecosystem. Clovers are a type of legume, which means 
they can fix their own nitrogen for biological use. The dusty soil of this speck-planet is naturally 
very low in nitrogen (a key nutrient for plant growth), so this plant takes up biologically 
available nitrogen from the clover, uses some for its own growth, and disperses the rest in the 
soil for other plants to use. The water-providing light-side tree I mentioned earlier also helps 
facilitate the spread of this nitrogen through the soil via the same water dispersal mechanisms. 
These parasite plants have a gametophyte dominated life cycle, and the archegonium is formed at 
the base of the plant, nested between its two intertwined vines. Sporangia sprout just above the 
archegonium, and produce spores that are released to fertilize the egg cell. The sporophyte is 
propped up by a seta, which elevates it above the archegonium. A capsule grows from the top of 
the seta, and this is where the spores are produced and stored until the plant is ready to 
reproduce. The embryo then grows from the base of the parent plant until it forms its connection 
with the clover, at which point it can expand its root system to the surrounding area. This plant 
also reproduces asexually using gemmae cups containing haploid tissue that can grow into a new 
gametophyte. There is little preference between reproduction methods for this plant because it 
tends to grow in such a tight-knit manner in a relatively stable environment that genetic variation 
bears little consequence for its survival. The plant reaches reproductive maturity only once it has 
injected itself into the clover and begins establishing independent roots. 

 
My adventures and analyses on Horton’s clover’s dust speck have led me to discover a 

wildly interconnected world of flora that have evolved to support one another under unique and 
adverse weather and climate conditions. It appears that symbiosis, between plants and animals 
alike, is key to the survival of these species. In such a small world, in which nutrients are scarce 
and environmental stresses change every few miles, proximity is key to facilitating linkages 
among plants that allow the ecosystem as a whole to survive. 
 


